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Seeking a challenging and rewarding position that uses leadership skills in order to 
meet and exceed required targets.

EXPERIENCE

Data Transcriber
ABC Corporation - MARCH 1977 – SEPTEMBER 1978

 Identified and reviewed Forms W-2 attached to Forms 1040EZ and 
1040PC for conditions meeting Criminal Investigation criteria and 
code the returns appropriately.

 Prepared documents for scanning by detaching Forms W-2, 
correspondence and unnecessary schedules from the returns.

 Used VA regulations as strict guidelines.
 Performed record file audits on all files maintained by the various 

services (departments) within the hospital.
 Interpreted and analyzed reproduction request for accuracy of 

reprinting material.
 Operated a Western Union teletype with paper punch and card reader

for the purpose of transmitting and receiving data.
 Consisted of various codes to activate the data lines, and the 

computer, various headings to activate the jobs within the receiving 
computer and a standard ending to end the job and release the 
computer from the sending mode to activate the receiving mode.

Data Transcriber 
Delta Corporation - 1972 – 1977

 Learned the error codes which notified our station of improper format,
sending codes, computer failure and or equipment failure in order to 
initiate the proper action to correct the errors and resubmit the jobs.

 Learned error codes and recovery codes to reactivate the equipment 
in case of power failure, paper jams, etc.

 Entered identifiable information of taxpayers from around the country
into the IRS database from various types of tax forms at a high rate of
speed.

 Input data on as-needed basis.
 Computer is private of original a supplemental data capture a wide of 

variety a wide a tax documents as form and another source.
 Data a key code, keyboard with alpha/numeric, and ten key punch, 

responds, verifies a wide a tax returns, related schedules, taxpayer a 
prepared of .

 Identifies, a missing or incorrect information, and unrecognizable a 
data and takes appropriate course of the action to resolve errors, or 
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refers.

EDUCATION

 Diploma - (USDA Graduate School - St. Louis, MO)

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Basic Office, Data Entry,.
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